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Abstract: PV (photovoltaic) solar panels generally produce electricity in the 6% to 12% efficiency range, the rest is being dissipated in thermal losses. To recover this amount, hybrid photovoltaic thermal systems (PVT) have been devised. These are devices that simultaneously convert solar energy into electricity and heat. It is thus interesting to study the PV/T system as part of a closed loop single phase water CDU (coolant distribution unit) in laminar forced convection. In particular, the analysis was conducted on the optimal cooling performance of the thermal part, testing polynomial channel profiles of varying order (from zero to fourth) for channels of a real industrial module heat sink, under the following conditions: ideal flux of 1,000 W/m² on one side, insulation on the opposite side, periodic conditions on the remaining sides, fully developed thermal and velocity profile in laminar flow of water. Through the use of a genetic algorithm, we have optimized the shape of the channel’s sidewalls in terms of heat transfer maximization. In terms of Nusselt number, results show that fourth order profiles are the most efficient. When limits to allowable pressure loss and module weight are introduced, these bring generally to a lower efficiency of the system than the unconstrained case.
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1. Introduction

Photovoltaic solar panels generally produce electricity in the 6% to 12% efficiency range, while most of the incident radiation is lost to the environment as thermal energy, whereas, in comparison, a solar thermal collector can operate in the 40% to 70% efficiency range. A lot of work has been done in the past to improve efficiency of PV (photovoltaic) panels, to reduce manufacturing costs and to integrate PV panels into walls and roofs of buildings. On the contrary, very little effort has been devoted in the past decades to the recovery of the dissipated thermal energy. By integrating the PV modules into a system designed to collect the heat lost to the environment, a solar cogeneration system is possible which holds enormous potential for improving the cost-benefits ratio of PV integrated roof and wall systems. Good results are expected also for stand alone applications.

Hybrid PV/T (photovoltaic/thermal) air-water collectors are devices that simultaneously convert solar energy into electricity and heat.

A significant amount of research on PV/T collectors has been carried out over the last decade. The review by Zondag [1] covers analytical and numerical models, simulation and experimental work, and qualitative evaluation of thermal/electrical output.

A PV/T collector typically consists of a PV module on the back of which an absorber plate (a heat extraction device) is attached. The purpose of the absorber plate is twofold. Firstly, to cool the PV module and thus improve its electrical performance (electrical efficiency losses amount to 0.4% for each degree of increase of cell temperature with reference to STC (standard test conditions): 25 °C, q" = 1,000 W/m²) and secondly to collect the thermal energy
produced, which would have otherwise been lost as heat to the environment.

As reported by Zondag et al. [2] the electrical and the thermal performance of PV/T collectors is lower than that of separate PV panels and conventional thermal collectors.

However, they emphasized that two PV/T collectors together produce more energy per unit surface area than one PV panel and one thermal collector next to each other.

A lot of parameters affects PV/T performance (both electrical and thermal) such as covered versus uncovered PV/T collectors, optimum mass flow rate, absorber plate parameters (i.e. tube spacing, tube diameter, fin thickness), absorber to fluid thermal conductance and configuration design types. Based on an exergy and cost analysis, water PVT glazed flat plate collector system results the most promising to develop [2].

Moreover, in the last few decades, in the field of electronic components the request for power dissipation continued to increase rapidly following Moore’s law (the number of transistor in a microprocessor would double every 18 to 24 months). Advanced air cooling solutions like heat pipes or high flow rate fans were developed to manage the heat load in CPU and GPU devices at the expense of significant increase in noise level, energy cost and weight. At last, new liquid cooling CDU (cooler distribution unit), after late 1980s stopping, looked strategically to meet the combined high heat loads with low thermal resistance.

Thus, it seems interesting to improve the thermal efficiency of a PV/T system as part of a closed loop single phase water CDU in laminar forced convection.

To study this problem, a mathematical model for the heat sink is used which is able to analyze the thermal and fluid dynamical alterations induced by changes in the channel profile. To optimize the performance of the heat sink in terms of heat transfer to the fluid, a genetic algorithm is employed to maximize the equivalent Nusselt number $\overline{Nu}$ and compared effectiveness $Ec$ under pressure and maximum material constraints. The velocity and temperature distributions in the channel’s cross section under conditions of uniform, imposed heat flux at one wall, periodicity at two walls and insulation at the other are computed with the help of a finite element model (a global heat transfer coefficient is calculated). Fabbri [3] already proposed a genetic algorithm optimization for the thermal efficiency of a heat sink analyzing different profiles for its fins (asymmetrical and symmetrical longitudinal wavy fins). In 2009 Copiello and Fabbri [4] proposed a multi-objective genetic optimization of the heat transfer from longitudinal wavy fins. Regarding an industrial module dissipator with a reference internal profile, looking for better thermal efficiency, we have imposed an ideal flux of 1,000 W/m². By means of a genetic algorithm we optimize polynomial upper and lower channel profiles, which are polynomial in nature, whereas the side walls are straight.

2. The Mathematical Model

Let us consider a modular heat sink composed of a large number of identical ducts where a coolant fluid flows in laminar regime under the same conditions, as shown in Fig. 1. A heat flux $q''$ is uniformly imposed on one surface of the heat sink, while the opposite is thermally insulated.

![Fig. 1  Geometry of the heat sink characteristic module.](image)
The inner surface of the ducts is divided into four stretches, each corresponding to one side of the perimeter of its cross section. Of these, two are kept straights, and two (the side walls) can vary their shape according to a polynomial law. Externally, it is delimited by two flat surfaces and two sides having matching shapes which allow two adjacent ducts to be assembled together. In particular, on one side two trapezoidal protrusions are located, while on the opposite side are two trapezoidal cavities.

In general, the duct wall must be sufficiently thick to ensure the mechanical consistence of the heat sink. Moreover, on the side where the heat flux is imposed, it must be sufficiently thick to allow screws to be inserted to assemble the heat sink to the system to be cooled. Therefore, some limits must be imposed to the wall thickness on the four sides of the duct in our reference prototype (Fig. 2).

Let us choose an orthogonal coordinate system, where the x axis is laid along the coolant flow direction and the y axis is orthogonal to the surface where the heat flux is imposed. Moreover, let a be the internal duct height in the y direction, b the thickness of the wall where the screws are inserted, d the external duct height, e the external duct width, \( f_1(y) \) and \( f_2(y) \) arbitraries functions which describe the profiles of the two wavy internal surfaces of the duct, and \( \Omega_1 \) and \( \Omega_2 \) the external contour line of the duct cross section on the side where fins and cavities are, respectively.

Since the dynamic and thermal behavior of the whole heat sink is periodic in the z direction, the analysis can be limited to a single duct. The following hypotheses are now introduced:

- the system is at steady state;
- velocity and temperature profiles are fully developed;
- fluid and solid properties are uniform and temperature independent;
- viscous dissipation within the fluid is negligible;
- natural convection is negligible in comparison to the forced convection.

Under such conditions the coolant flow is described by the momentum equation, Eq. (1):

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2} = \frac{1}{\mu} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x}
\]

where \( u \) is the fluid velocity, \( p \) is the generalized pressure, which includes the gravitation potential, and \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity. Eq. (1) must be integrated by imposing, as a boundary condition, that the velocity is zero on the contact surface between the fluid and the solid wall.

In the fluid, the temperature \( T_c \) must satisfy the following energy balance Eq. (2):

\[
\frac{\partial^2 T_c}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T_c}{\partial z^2} = \frac{\rho c_p}{k_c} \frac{\partial T_c}{\partial x}
\]

where \( \rho, c_p, \) and \( k_c \) are being the fluid density, specific heat and thermal conductivity, respectively. In the finned plate, the temperature must instead satisfy the energy equation for a solid, Eq. (3):

\[
\frac{\partial^2 T_f}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T_f}{\partial z^2} = 0
\]

where \( T_f \) is the temperature of the fin.

Eqs. (2) and (3) must be integrated by imposing boundary conditions corresponding to the following:

- the temperature and the heat flux in the normal direction at the interface between the solid and the fluid are identical;
- the heat flux in the normal direction is zero on the insulated flat surface and is equal to \( q'' \) on the opposite flat side of the duct.
where functions \( \omega_1(y) \) and \( \omega_2(y) \) provide the value of the z coordinate in \( \Omega_1 \) and \( \Omega_2 \) respectively, and \( N \) is normal to the two lines. It is also necessary to impose a temperature value in one point of the studied domain. Due to the complexity of the problem velocity and temperature distributions must be determined in a numerical way. The finite volume method described in Refs. \([3, 5]\) can also be conveniently applied to the investigated case. In these works parameters \( a, b, d, e \) and the profile functions \( f_1(y) \) and \( f_2(y) \) describe the geometry of the finned conduit. In the studied domain, z coordinate is equal to \( f_1(y) \) on a lateral fin profile and to \( 2e - f_2(y) \) on the other. Dimensionless variables can be obtained by normalizing all geometrical parameters with \( d \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= \frac{a}{d}, \beta = \frac{b}{d}, \epsilon = \frac{e}{d}, \eta = \frac{\gamma}{d} \\
\varphi_1(\eta) &= \frac{f_1(\eta d)}{d}, \varphi_2(\eta) &= \frac{f_2(\eta d)}{d}
\end{align*}
\]

After determining the velocity and temperature distributions, bulk temperature, global heat transfer coefficient, the equivalent Nusselt number \( Nu_e \), compared effectiveness \( Ec \) and normalized hydraulic resistance can be defined and calculated as in Refs. \([3, 6]\). In particular, the equivalent Nusselt number, Eq. (6), is defined as the Nusselt number which would be obtained if the same heat flux removed by the modular dissipator and that dissipated in a flat wall channel with the same hydraulic resistance (Eq. (8)), and the normalized hydraulic resistance \( \xi \) (Eq. (7)) is the ratio between the hydraulic resistance of the modular dissipator and that of a flat wall channel of the same height.

### 3. Geometry Optimization

To optimize the geometry of the duct in order to maximize the equivalent Nusselt number and the compared effectiveness, a genetic algorithm has been used. A polynomial form has been assigned to the functions \( f_1(y) \) and \( f_2(y) \). These functions have then been represented by \( n_1 + 1 \) and \( n_2 + 1 \) parameters, consisting of the values of the functions in \( n_1 + 1 \) and \( n_2 + 1 \) equidistant points in the domain, \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) being the polynomial orders. Besides the \( R_{p_{max}} \) limits the condition of constrained finned plate volume has been taken into account imposing the average thickness \( \sigma_v \). Moreover by imposing, for example, limits on the values of the derivatives of \( f_1(y) \) and \( f_2(y) \) at the end points (corresponding to constraints on the profile’s curvature), the number of possible finned tube geometries can be reduced. After fixing the order of the polynomial function which describes the fin profile (from 1st to 4th order) a new profile is chosen as a prototype (Fig. 2).

The prototype is then reproduced with random mutations uniformly distributed between -10% and +10%, in order to compose an initial population of 10 samples (including the prototype). For each sample the compared effectiveness is computed. The two samples with the best rank are selected and reproduced with the mutation rule described above. The new generation is evaluated, selected and reproduced in the same way. The process continues until there is no significant improvement in the compared effectiveness of the best sample or is reached a set number of simulations.
The population dimension is chosen on the basis of the polynomial order. With low orders very numerous populations are not required to keep the algorithm from stopping in correspondence of a local maximum whereas larger populations are required for higher order profile functions. In the algorithm it is also possible to impose a local fin thickness (an upper and a lower limit to the fin profile by rescaling the parameter before evaluating the performances).

4. Results

Several tests using the GA (genetic algorithm) have been carried out in order to find the geometries of the channel which maximize the Nusselt number $N_u e$ and $E_c$ (compared effectiveness).

We start from the unconstrained industrial module heat sink (Fig. 3).

The module fitness rapidly increases with the channel squeezing towards the heated side but industrial manufacturing by extrusion would not be possible and $R_p$ becomes too high.

Now we show (Figs. 4 and 5) the best profile functions in terms of equivalent Nusselt number with second, third or fourth polynomial order with bonds only on $\sigma_s/d$ (fixed volume).

Now for a more realistic analysis a constraint was imposed on $R_p$, namely 50, 100, 500, 1,000 and 2,000 times the standard normalized reference value of a rectangular channel, Eq. (9):

$$R_{ps} = \frac{6\eta}{d^3} e$$

which corresponds to the starting geometry. This has the consequence of decreasing the maximum cold plate efficiency. Stagnation occurs at the corners, which dampens the convective effect (Figs. 6-10).

Lowering the maximum limit of the hydraulic resistance down 10 $R_{ps}$ we note that algorithm can not operate for phisical limits of the problem serching optimal thermal solutions.

Fig. 11 shows how $\sigma_s/d$ ratio for different costraints and 4th polynomial order influence module fitness.

Accepting for our profile high hydraulic resistance value up to 2,000 $R_{ps}$, we can observe a monotonous curve until the $\sigma_s/d$ ratio is equal to 0.85.

After this value pressure losses are too high as the energy cost to pump the water inside the heat sink. With a different objective (maximize heat sink channel profile fitness with low pression loss) lower $\sigma_s/d$ ratio...
near 0.7 gives good result in terms of dissipating efficiency.

Now the authors show the ratio between compared efficiency $Ec$ as a function of the hydraulic resistance of the channel for the 4th order profiles evaluated (Fig. 12).

It is interesting to underline that is not so linear the graph with the dependent variable, but for a particular value of $R_p$, $Ec$ remains almost constant and then returns to increase (effect of profile’s local convective thermal exchange).
5. Conclusions

It is outstanding that the efficiency improving of the heat sink is due to channel profile modifications from 2nd to 4th order.

For a realistic analysis it is important, anyway, to reach an optimum compromise for the profile regarding constraints as fixed volume, hydraulic resistance and profile’s local convective thermal exchange in order to obtain the best working solution.
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